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UNDERSTAND
DYSLEXIA

Gain a thorough understanding of dyslexia and
its impact on individuals. Educate yourself

about common challenges faced by dyslexic
learners, such as difficulties with reading,

writing, sequencing, and processing
information.



INDIVIDUALIZE INSTRUCTION

Recognize that each dyslexic student is unique,
and tailor your teaching approach to their specific

needs. Conduct assessments to identify their
strengths, weaknesses, learning styles, and

preferences. This will help you create an
individualized instructional plan. 



USE VISUAL AIDS

Dyslexic learners often benefit from visual cues
and aids. Incorporate visual elements into your

dance instruction, such as charts, diagrams,
illustrations, or videos, to enhance
comprehension and provide clear

demonstrations.



PROVIDE CLEAR
INSTRUCTIONS

Dyslexic individuals may struggle with processing
verbal information, so it's crucial to provide clear
and concise instructions. Break down complex

movements or choreography into smaller,
manageable steps, and use simple language.

Repeat and reinforce instructions as necessary.



MULTI-SENSORY APPROACH

 Engage multiple senses during dance instruction.
Combine visual demonstrations with hands-on
activities, rhythmic clapping or counting, and

verbal explanations. This multi-sensory approach
can reinforce learning and improve memory

retention.



INCORPORATE STRUCTURED
ROUTINES

Dyslexic learners often benefit from structured
routines and consistent patterns. Establish a
predictable structure for your dance classes,
including warm-ups, technique exercises, and

choreography sessions. Clearly communicate the
class structure at the beginning of each session.



PROVIDE SUPPORTIVE
MATERIALS

Develop written materials that support dance
instruction, such as step-by-step guides, visual
aids, or practice sheets. Use dyslexia-friendly

fonts, clear formatting, and color-coding to
enhance readability and organization.



FOSTER A POSITIVE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

 Create a supportive and inclusive learning
environment where dyslexic students feel
comfortable and motivated to participate.

Encourage peer support, offer positive
reinforcement, and celebrate individual

progress and achievements.



BREAK TASKS INTO
MANAGEABLE CHUNKS

Dyslexic learners may become overwhelmed by
complex dance routines. Break down the

choreography into smaller, manageable sections
and teach them one at a time. Gradually build

upon these sections until the full routine is
mastered.



PROVIDE REPETITION AND
PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES

 Dyslexic individuals often benefit from additional
repetition and practice. Allow ample time for

practice and review of previously learned
movements or choreography. Consider

incorporating regular rehearsal sessions to
reinforce learning and build confidence.



COLLABORATE WITH PROFESSIONALS

Seek collaboration with professionals experienced
in dance instruction and dyslexia education. They

can provide valuable insights, guidance, and
resources to further refine your methodology.
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